Abstract. A word w is called a synchronizing word of deterministic finite automaton (DFA) if w sends all states of the automaton to a unique state. In 1964, JanČerny discovered a sequence of n-state complete DFA possessing a minimal synchronizing word of length (n − 1) 2 . TheČerny conjecture claims that it is also the upper bound on the length of such a word for a complete DFA. The problem has motivated great and constantly growing number of investigations and generalizations and together with the Road Coloring problem is considered as a most fascinating old problem in the theory of finite automata. Some properties of synchronization are presented.
Introduction
The problem of synchronization of DFA is a natural one and various aspects of this problem have been touched in the literature. Synchronization makes the behavior of an automaton resistant against input errors since, after detection of an error, a synchronizing word can reset the automaton back to its original state, as if no error had occurred. An occurrence of a synchronizing word limits the propagation of errors for a prefix code. The different problems of synchronization have drawn the attention of many investigators (see for instance, surveys [12] , [15] , [23] , [28] ).
A problem with a long story is the estimation of the minimal length of a synchronizing word. Best known now as aČerny's conjecture, it was raised independently also by other authors [28] . JanČerny found in 1964 an n-state complete DFA with shortest synchronizing word of length (n − 1)
2 for an alphabet of size |Σ| = 2 [8] . TheČerny conjecture claims that this lower bound on the length of the shortest synchronizing word is also the upper bound for any n-state complete DFA. The problem can be reduced to automata with a strongly connected graph [8] .
Initially found upper bound was not even a polynomial [8] . For years, many authors have consistently improved this estimation. The best known upper bound is now equal to (n 3 − n)/6 [10] , [16] , [21] . This estimation was not changed more than 30 years. My effort to improve the bound in [26] was wrong. There are
Preliminaries
We consider a complete n-state DFA with strongly connected transition graph Γ and transition semigroup S over a fixed finite alphabet Σ. Let us exclude the trivial cases n ≤ 2 and |Σ| = 1.
The states of the automaton are considered also as vertices of the transition graph Γ .
If there exists a path in an automaton from the state p to the state q and the edges of the path are consecutively labelled by σ 1 , ..., σ k , then for s = σ 1 ...σ k ∈ Σ + let us write q = ps. Let P s be the set of states q = ps for all p from the subset P of states and s ∈ Σ + . Let Γ s denote the set P s for the set P of all states of the automaton.
A word v ∈ Σ + is called a synchronizing (reset, magic, recurrent, directable) word of an automaton A with transition graph Γ if |Γ v| = 1. An automaton (and its transition graph) possessing a synchronizing word is called synchronizing.
Let us consider a space generated by n × n matrices M with one unit in any row of the matrix and zeros everywhere else.
We connect a mapping of the set of states of the automaton made by a word u with an n × n matrix M u such that for an element m i,j ∈ M u holds m i,j = 1, q i u = q j ; 0, otherwise. Any mapping of the set of states of the graph Γ can be presented by some word s and by a corresponding matrix M u .
(
Let us call the matrix M u of the mapping generated by the word u, for brevity, the matrix of word u, and vice versa, u is the word of matrix M u .
For right subword v of the word u we write v u. For linear algebra terminology and definitions, see [17] , [18] .
Mappings induced by a word and subword
Lemma 1 Let Γ be the transition graph of a DF A. Then Γ us ⊆ Γ s for any words u and s. For the state p i ∈ Γ s holds p i ∈ Γ us for any word u and the column i in both matrices A s and A us consists of zeros. Nonzero columns of A us have units also in A s .
Proof. Follows from Γ u ⊆ Γ and from the definition of the matrix of word Corollary 1 The matrix M s of synchronizing word s has zeros in all columns except one and units in the residuary column.
Remark 1
The rank of the matrix M t of word t is equal to the number of nonzero columns of M t .
Proof. The matrices from V have precisely one unit in any row and zeros everywhere else. Let us consider the matrices V i,j with unit in (i, j) cell (j < k) and units in (m, k) cells for all m except i. Let zeros be everywhere else. So we have only one unit in the first k − 1 columns and n − 1 units in the k-th column of the matrix V i,j . Let the matrix I have units in the k-th column and zeros in the other columns. There are n(k − 1) matrices V i,j . Together with I they belong to the subspace V . So we have n(k − 1) + 1 matrices from V . For instance,
The first step is to prove that the matrices V i,j and I generate V . For arbitrary matrix T of word from V for every t i,j = 0 and j < k, let us consider the matrices V i,j with unit in the (i, j) cell and the sum V i,j = Z. The first k − 1 columns of T and Z coincide. Hence in the first k − 1 columns of the matrix Z there is at most only one unit in any row. Therefore in the k-th column of Z one can find only m or m − 1 units. The value of m appears if there are only zeros in other cells of the considered row. Therefore V i,j − (m − 1)I = T . Thus the subspace V is generated by (k − 1)n + 1 matrices, whence the dimension of V is at most (k − 1)n + 1. It remains now to prove that the set of matrices V i,j and I is linear independent.
If one excludes a certain matrix V i,j from the set of these matrices, then it is impossible to obtain a nonzero value in the cell (i, j) and therefore to obtain the matrix V i,j . So the set of matrices V i,j is linear independent. Every non-trivial linear combination of the matrices V i,j has at least one nonzero element in the first k − 1 columns. Therefore, the matrix I could not be obtained as a linear combination of the matrices V i,j . Consequently the set of matrices V i,j and I forms a basis of V .
Corollary 2
The dimension of the space V generated by n × (n − 1) matrices (or n × n-matrices with zeros in a fixed column) having precisely one unit in any row and zeros everywhere else is at most (n − 1) 2 .
Proof. For k = n − 1 it follows from n(n − 1 − 1) + 1 = (n − 1) 2 .
Corollary 3 Suppose the vertex p ∈ Γ α and let words u of matrices M u have the last letter α. Then the dimension of the space generated by the matrices M u is at most (n − 1) 2 .
Proof. All matrices M u have common zero column p by Lemma 1. So the space is generated by n × n-matrices with zeros in a fixed column.
Corollary 4
The dimension of the space generated by matrices of words is at most n(n − 1) + 1.
Lemma 3 Suppose that for the matrix M u of nonempty word u and for matrices M ui of words
Proof. The matrix M u and every matrix M ui has n cells with unit in the cell. Therefore, the sum of values in all cells of the matrix λ i M ui is nλ i . For M u the sum is n. So one has in view of
Rational series
The section follows ideas and definitions from [5] and [3] .
Let K be a field. We recall that a formal power series with coefficients in K and variables in Σ is a mapping of the free monoid Σ * into K. According to the Kleene-Schutzenberger theorem on formal power series [5] , [6] , a series S : Σ * → K is rational if there exists a triple (α, µ, β) where α ∈ K 1Xn , β ∈ K nX1 are a row vector and a column vector respectively, µ : Σ * → K n×n is a morphism of the free monoid Σ * in the multiplicative monoid K n×n of matrices with coefficients in K, for every u ∈ Σ * , (S, u) = αµ(u)β.
The triple (α, µ, β) is called a linear representation of S and the integer n is called its dimension.
We consider an n-state automaton A. Let P denote the subset of states of the automaton with the characteristic column vector P t of P having units in coordinates corresponding to the states of P and zeros everywhere else. Let C be a row of units. Following [3] , we denote by S the rational series depending on the set P defined by:
Lemma 4 Let S be a rational series of dimension n depending on the set Q of an automaton A.
Proof. One has in view of (1) (S, u) = C(
where C is a row of units and P t is a characteristic column of units and zeros. Due to Lemma 3
Corollary 5 Let U be a set of words u with constant rational series (S, u) = i of dimension n depending on the set Q.
Then the corresponding matrices M u generate a space V such that for every nontrivial matrix M t ∈ V of word t (S, t) = i.
Lemma 5 Let S : Σ * → K be a rational series of dimension n depending on the set Q = {q}. Then for the space V generated by matrices M v of right subwords v of synchronizing word s with (S, v) ≥ n − i dim(V ) ≤ (i − 1)n + 1.
Proof. Let the word t have minimal length among words v. We have t v for every v. Therefore the rank of every matrix M v is not greater than the rank of M t and nonzero columns of M v belong to the set of nonzero columns of M t by Lemma 1. Every matrix M v has at most i nonzero columns and zeros in n − i common remaining columns. In view of Lemma 2, dim(V ) is not greater than (i − 1)n + 1. 
Q-equivalence
For an element u r,q = 1 in the column q of M u some element a i,r = 1 in the matrix M a . For the matrix T = M au one has in view of a i,m = 0 for m = r in the matrix M a of word t i,q = n m=1 a i,m u m,q = a i,r u r,q = 1. Analogously, in the matrix Z = M av z i,q = a i,r v r,q = 1 because v r,q = u r,q . Let P be the set columns in M a corresponding rows with units in the column q of both matrices M u ∼ q M v . For every r ∈ P there exists a j,r = 1 in M a , whence for every such j t j,q = z j,q . Thus units in distinct cells in columns from P correspond to distinct nonzero cells in the column q of the product in both matrices M au and M av . So every unit in the cell (j, r) of M a for r ∈ P corresponds to a unit in the cell (j, q) of the product. The number of units in the column q of each product is equal to the number of units in columns r in M a for r ∈ P .
So M u ∼ q M v implies M au ∼ q M av with (S, au) + 1 = (S, av) + 1 units in the column q of both products.
Suppose now M v q M u . For the matrix T = M av with t i,q = 1 one has t i,q = a i,r v r,q = 1 for some v r,q = 1 and a i,r = 1 as well as before. From M v q M u follows v r,q = u r,q = 1. So for the matrix W = M au one has w i,q = a i,r u r,q = 1, whence t i,q = 1 implies w i,q = 1 for every i.
Remark 2
The set of q-equivalent matrices forms a q-class Q of equivalent relation ∼ q . The matrices from M u Q also belong to a certain q-class.
The q-class of word w with (S, w) = n − 1 of n-state automaton has only one matrix of rank one and the word w in this case is synchronizing.
The q-class of word w with (S, w) = 0 contains a subset of invertible matrices together with some singular matrices of rank m > 1.
Corollary 6 For synchronizing word s and M
(2)
In the following example 
Lemma 7
For irreducible synchronizing word s of an automaton A with As = q two distinct right subwords of s are not q-equivalent. Moreover, for s = utv the case M tv q M v is impossible for non-empty t.
The word s is irreducible, whence t is empty.
Corollary 7
Let s be a minimal synchronizing word of n-state automaton A with As = q. Then there are at most n matrices M u for u s with (S, u) = n−2.
The space W generated by these M u has only matrices M u and zero. For some matrix M u ∈ W and some letter β the word βu is synchronizing.
Proof. From (S, u) = n − 2 follows that M u has outside the column q only one unit. By Lemma 1 such unit of every M u belongs to the column of M u of u of minimal length. By Lemma 7, every two right subwords of s are not qequivalent, whence these units belong to distinct rows and the matrices are linear independent. From M x = k i=1 λ i M ui and Corollary 5 follows (S, x) = n − 2. Consequently, k = 1 and M x = M ui for some i.
For some letter β the matrix M β has zero column i. Then for matrix M u with (S, u) = n − 2 and unit in row i outside the column q the rank of M βu is equal to one, whence the word βu is synchronizing.
The suffix-closed set
Definition 2 A set U of words u is called a suffix-closed set if for every t u also t ∈ U [5] . Every word in U has at most one maximal t ≺ u. The minimal u ∈ U is a root of U .
Proposition 1
If for the word u from a suffix-closed set all matrices M t of words t u are linear independent and generate a space V then |u| = dim(V ).
Proof. dim(V ) is equal to the number |u| of right subwords of u.
Lemma 8 Let matrices M ui generate the space W .
If for matrix M α of every letter α and every M ui M α M ui ∈ W then for every matrix M ∈ W and every matrix M t of word t M t M ∈ W .
If for a matrix M ∈ W and a matrix M x of word x M x M ∈ W then for some letter α and some M uj also M α M uj ∈ W .
